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I.  Working principle

The SDAC6000/SDAC6000u bomb calorimeter adapted 
the principle of constant temperature oxygen bomb 
calorimeter, features the jacket water temperature keeping 
constant and judges the finishing of the test by the bucket 
temperature changes. Then correct the heat exchange 
between the bucket and jacket by the cooling correction 
formula. Semi-conductor chilling is used to cool water tank, 
which can solve the problem of temperature instability for the 
bucket when software temperature controlling point changing 
automatically due to high ambient temperature or raised tank 
water temperature because of prolonged test time. 



The main principle is: weighing some weight of the sample, 
place it into the bomb, and fill sufficient oxygen into the bomb, and 
place the bomb into a bucket with some volume of water, burn the 
sample completely in the bomb and the heat released by the sample 
are absorbed by the water around the bomb. Calculate the raised 
water temperature. When the jacket water temperature is constant, 
the heat capacity of the absorbing water and other parts in the 
water is constant. The calorific value can be calculated by the 
raised water temperature. 

I.  Working principle



II.  Main Frame Structure
SDC calorimeter main frame is composed of bucket, jacket, pump, heating 

parts, solenoid valve, temperature testing parts, heating parts and other 
controlling and protecting parts



Brief introduction of the internal parts:
1.Frame and shell: Frame and carrier of all spare parts inside the instrument, which 

structures the instrument appearance.

2.Bucket: Used to contain test water whose volume has been determined by the 
water level probe. 

3.Jacket: Provide a stable environment for the bucket, to avoid the influence of the 
ambient temperature. The spray stirring way makes sure the outer jacket 
water temperature controllable and uniform.

4.Pump: is used for whole water circuit system, providing power for water feeding 
and draining.

5.Solenoid valve: Control water flow and timing during test.

6.Automatic raising or lowering device: After the oxygen bomb is installed in the 
stand, it will automatically rise or lower during the test.



Thermostatic water tank: 
Thermostatic water tank is mainly composed of Semiconductor cooling film, 
water-storage tank, pump.
1.Shell:    It’s the frame of all spare parts inside thermostatic water tank, 

which structures the instrument appearance with shell. 
2.Water-storage tank:  Capacity 14L, storing test water for the instrument, 

equipped with water volume judging device.
3.Semiconductor cooling film:   Cooling test water to reach the required test 

temperature when the temperature is too high.



III.  Installation requirements
Environmental Requirements

Temperature: 15 ~ 30℃     Humidity: ≤85%

Keep the lab tidy, and with no smoke or dust (esp. coal smoke dust);

The environment should be stable, with low cross-ventilation, and with no strong magnetic field, 

vibration sources or corrosive gases;

Keep the instrument from sunshine;

•Working Power:

Instrument: AC220V±22V, 50HZ±1Hz, max power 0.75kW; knife switch or air switch is required, and 

spilt-phased with other high power instruments; Reliable ground wire

table-board: recommend size L×w×H 2×0.8×0.8m,

Main body size: 428mm*565mm*485mm 

Thermostatic water tank size: 220mm*565mm*410mm 

waterupply: for washing Oxygen bomb.

 



Articles for use

Prepare about 30 Kg (for one water tank)distilled water or deionizer water.

Prepare oxygen bottle. Oxygen purity and the oxygen pressure inside the bottle 

should conform to the standard(purity >99.5%,cannot use electrolytic oxygen).

Prepare 500ml beaker or counting cup 1 pcs，10ml counting cup 1pcs, water pail 

1pcs for check oxygen bomb gas tightness.

Prepare analysis balance with sensitivity no lower-than 0.1 mg, and associated drying 

utensils.

Prepare nippers, scissors, spanners, screw-drivers, pincers, angle spoons and other 

basic tools. 



IV.  Installation & Debugging
Unpack:

a.open packing boxes carefully, do not be hurt and do not damage the instrument or spare 

parts.，Check the spare parts with customer following the packing list.

b.Typical Layout：Place computer (principal machine, monitor and keyboard) in the 

middle and with printer and SDAC6000 calorimeter on their left and right side for 

convenient operation. 



c. Please note to keep the distance to be 80mm or more between the instrument 

back plate and the wall. On the left and right sides to keep a distance of 80 mm or 

more in order to reserve the space for maintenance and inspection.

d. Take down plastic film and the front cover.

e. Check the tubes and cables inside to avoid loosening during transport.



Install:

a.Connection between the main frame back coverand thermostatic water tank:Take 

fast plugs 、10*6.5 PU tubes and power cable from spare part box, insert fast Plug 

onto the main frame back cover and thermostatic  water tank back cover, connect 

the fast plug by PU tubes(“inflow” to “inflow”,”outflow” to “outflow”,should cut pu 

tube smoothly to avoid water leakage) ,then connect power calbel for thermostatic 

water tank from main frame back cover”tank power”.



b. Connection of oxygen gas bottle

1. open oxygen bottle for releasing a little gas ,2 seconds later, close it;

2. connect oxygen pressure regulator with oxygen bottle

3. connect main frame with oxygen pressure regulator by oxygen tube and lock 

nut,make sure no oil or something combustable  into gas tube.

4. open oxygen bottle, adjust oxygen pressure regulator until low pressure 

between 2.8—3.0 MPa

5. check gas leakage at all connection points.



c. Connection between pc and instrument.

1. Take network cable form spare parts box and use it to connect instrument 

and pc network interface.

2. take download cable form spare parts box and use it to connect instrument 

download interface and pc com interface(when need to download,install a 

screw at the yellow marked hole,after download hex file,take screw out).



d. Add water: open thermostatic water tank cover, add distilled water or deionizer water 

into thermostatic water tank slowly until near the Maximum water level mark.

e. set  thermostatic water tank temperature same as room temperaute(not higher than 30 

℃,click left and right button at same time for 5 seconds,then the temperautre will 

flash,use left button to set temperautre higher,use right button to set temperautre 

lower.when finish setting,just leave it,system will save setted temperature automaticly).



f. Install OS

1. install windows xp professional sp2 (or higher version) or windows 7 professional

2. follow << Installation Instructions>>  to set system parameter.

3. Set ip for pc(192.168.77.10 ,255.255.255.0）



g. installation of the software
1. SDAC6000 calorimeter software  is stored in a CD. 
2. Insert the CD marked “DAC6000 Calorimeter” into the CD-ROM. Use 

“Resource Manager” to find CD-ROM and open it. Find “Setup” icon 
under root directory.

3. Click “Setup” icon two times，install the program of SDAC6000 
Calorimeter and database .After finishing the installation, the system 
will generate the shortcut of SDAC6000 Calorimeter on the desktop.



3.Debug

c.Double click the icon of the “SDAC6000 Calorimeter” on the desktop login 

system(super user:sundy,password:199302; simple user:admin, 

password:123456),wait for instrument online.

d.click “Tool--system test”then check basic function of some important parets.



c.click “single part test”then check every pump 、valve and motor,make sure 

every part works normally..



Jacket water feeding test 

Click “Jacket water feeding”, the system will automatically fill water into the jacket 

and the lid in a spiral circulation way(At the same time, please check if the operations of 

the pumps and valves are correct, and if there is any water leakage at the connection of 

the tubes）. When the water spills from the warning pipe of the jacket, it means that 

the jacket is fully fed. Click “stop water feeding” to stop water feeding and then click 

“Jacket stirring” to circulate the jacket water for about 5 minutes and check if the 

pumps and valves perform correctly and if there is any water leakage from the 

connections of all the water pipes. 



Bucket water feeding test, Bucket water draining test and Bucket stirring test

Click ‘Bucket water feeding’ → ’Bucket stirring’ → ‘Bucket water draining’, after 

repeating it for three times, check if the water pressure is normal, if the pumps and valves 

are correctly operated, if there is any water leakage at the connection of the tubes. If 

everything is in order, click “Bucket water feeding”, observe if in bucket inlet tube there 

is any water leakage at the joint. Then click ‘Bucket stirring’, check if the stirring is in 

order. After that, click ‘Bucket water draining’, Check if the pumps and the valves are 

correctly operated, if the bucket can be drained completely and if there is any water 

leakage at the joint. 



Automatic oxygen filling, automatic oxygen degassing test

Click ‘Automatic oxygen filling’, the system will lower the oxygen bomb automatically 

and fill oxygen for it. Observe if there is any air leak (Caused by misalignment between the 

oxygen filling needle and the oxygen filling nozzle or o-ring off/worn). Click ‘Automatic 

oxygen degassing’, the program will automatically process oxygen degassing to raise the 

oxygen bomb, then remove oxygen bomb and observe if the oxygen has been degassed 

completely. 



Jacket temperature controlling

Click ‘Jacket temperature controlling’, the system will start control the temperature 

according to the temperature point set in ‘Tools’ – ‘Setting’ – ‘subcontol’ – 

‘Jacket temperature c’. At the same time, start jacket stirring, observe whether the 

program control temperature is in line with the setup temperature point, if the jacket 

stirring is normal.



Check the water level

After feeding water test for the jacket, check if the water volume is suitable. Generally, 

suitable level is 10mm lower than the highest water level of water tank.

Note: 

The debugging technician should check the water level before the end users operate it.

No need to add water every day. Add water according to system prompt information 

and pay attention to check if the water level is suitable.



Input parameters:

follow the parameter paper to input system parameters in ‘Tools’ – ‘Setting’ – 

‘subcontol’,Normally we set jacket temperauture  same as room temperature，

set bucket temperauture  1 ℃  lower than room temperature,

set water tank temperature       2  ℃  lower than  room temperature



a.Prepare clean and dried crucible, 0.2mm 
sample and the sample spoon,balance with 
0.1mg definition;

V.  Operation



d.Power on the calorimeter;



Start up the computer and the SDAC6000 
software,login with 

user name:admin,password:123456;



online:



Check water level between “min”and “max”

Check oxygen gas pressure 2.8--3.0MPa(28—
30bar):

Check filter in bucket is clean enough.



Check oxygen bomb gas tightness: load the oxygen 
bomb onto instrument lid,click”Tool--system test--
Automatic oxygen filling”.

After “Automatic oxygen filling”,let the instrument lid 
go up(bucket lid movement --up to up location),take 
oxygen bomb down,Then load the bomb into water 
pail(almost full of water),during the second minute, 
gas bubble number should be less than 3. let gas out 

Oxygen bomb.



Temperature Balance: load oxygen bomb to bucket 
lid(push to end until can not move) . Click on 
“Temperature balance”,It takes about10-- 20 
minutes to be ready (not need to click when had 
setted at parameter setting—automaticlly 
Temperature Balance). 



When system is ready, the operator can 
start the test;



Load the bomb: Add 10ml of distilled 
water into the bomb，weigh 0.9 to 1.1g 
sample into the crucible。



 and load the crucible onto the bomb 
crucible stand， Connect the fuse wire. 
Load the bomb core, and tighten the 
bomb;



At software window left side choose bucket 
number , at software window center Input 
sample weight ,then software will display 
”oxygen bomb connected”, and start test 
automaticlly.



NOTE: We can click "test changeover" to choose test 
model. There are two test model: Heat capacity test 
is used for calibrating the instrument(test 5--6 times 
standard sample to get everage value and RSD less 
than 0.20%). Calorific value test is used to test 
customer samples.



When one test finished, the test result will 
be displayed on the computer screen, 
and be saved at the database;



When all test finished, exit the SDAC6000 
software. power off the instrument and PC.



VI. Maintenance
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Name voltage resistance remarks
oxygen filling valve

DC24V

about 60Ω
　

gas outlet valve 　
bucket water feeding valve

about 100Ω

　
jacket water feeding valve 　
gas out water tube valve 　
bucket water drain valve 　

stepper moter DC24V
2 group wires,each group 
about 2Ω

stirring motor DC12V 　 　1500RPM

dia pump
DC24V(normally 
adjust voltage to be 
DC22v)

20Ω 　

magnetic pump AC220V 470Ω 　

ignition
cotton（29V），wires
（23.5V）

　
　ignition capacity
（93000uF,50V,85℃）

fan AC220V 　
blow into machine 
or water tank

position sensor DC24V 　 　
oxygen bomb detection sensor DC24V 　 　
water tank TEC(semiconductor 
cooler and heater) DC24V（give +24/-24 

v to control 
heating/cooling）

red-black 4Ω，black-red 2Ω 　

main frame TEC 
red-black 2Ω，black-red 5Ω

　when resistance 
is over 10k ohm,it 
means broken
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 Fuse for power supply



Cannot be on-line
umake sure the power supply was turned on
uPlease check the net cable connection.
umake sure Computer ip wsa set to be: 
192.168.77.11 ,255.255.255.0, 
uNetwork card driver is installed
uMain card is broken or hex file version is not 
matched the software in pc.

Cannot enter test status
If the calorimeter was online but cannot enter the test status, the reasons may be 
as follows: 

u The jacket temperature was not in the temperature controlling range, please wait 
for a moment. 

u Sample parameter abnormal. Such as: The sample weight was not input, or the 
sample weight in not qualified or corresponding heat capacity is not existed. 

u Oxygen bomb status is wrong. Firing wire is not connected. Bucket cover ignition 
electrode is not connected with oxygen bomb properly.

u 4.System abnormal prompted.



Prompt “Oxygen bomb open circuit abnormal”
Identify if the ignition wire is well connected or not 
after filling oxygen automatically. When the oxygen 
bomb is open circuit, raise the oxygen bomb after 
automatic oxygen degassing and check if the fire 
wire comes off.  

 No stirring
u Stirring pump wires are not connected well. 
u The deairing valve or the stirring pump was broken or get stuck by something.
u The main card is broken(ic for output dc12v to pump)



Ignition failure
First please check if the sample was burned:
The sample was burned:
1.The calorific value of the sample is too low or not flammable: 
   Please add additives to the samples and test again. 
2.If the stirrer works well.
3.If the temperature probe was damaged.

The sample was not burned:
1.No oxygen or oxygen insufficient.
2.gasLeakage with the bomb.
3.The firing wire is not fixed.
4.Check if the firing wire was burned: 
 If yes, the firing wire was fixed far away from the sample, 
  or the sample was not flammable; 
  If not, the contact resistance between the electrode rod on the cover
  and the bomb is too large, or the contact resistance between the firing wire 
and the bomb is too large. 
5.drivecard may be damaged.
6.the ignition capacity was broken; 



Gas leakage with the oxygen bomb

If the bomb was not badly damaged, four places should be checked for the 
leakage:
1.Air nozzle leakage or cannot be filled or released: Open the air nozzle and clean 
the valve core in it, and replace the sealing ring on the cut-off valve and clean it, at 
the same time clean the air nozzle of the bomb. 
2.The joint of air nozzle and bomb core: twist the air nozzle tightly again.
3.The insulation covering of the bomb core: twist it tightly or change the insulation 
covering.
4.The cap of the bomb: change the sealing ring of the bomb core.



Too long time for temperature balance or cannot enter into temperature balance

1.The water in the jacket was not enough or no water in it.
2.The heater (TEC)of the jacket was damaged or the power was not right.
3.valve is broken,water can not run in tube.
4.The jacket semiconductor chilling efficiency is low.



Test result is not ideal

Please check if the operation is correct.
1.If the weighing balance is in order and if the weighing is accurate.
2.If the sample weight is correctly input.
3.The sample particle size and the uniformity is according to the standard. 
4.If the sample was deflagrated or if the sample was spilled out from the crucible or 
the sample was not completed burned. 
5.The oxygen in the bomb was not enough or the oxygen filling time was not the 
same, or if the bomb was leaked. 
6.The water of the bucket was not determined correctly or the temperature probing 
not stable. (Please call for service).
7.Stirring efficiency was low.
8.Sometimes added 10ml water into the bomb and sometimes not. 
9.The calorimeter was not well ground.



Cannot be printed

1.Printer is not turned on or connection is wrong.
2.Printer driving is not installed or is damaged. Please re-install the 
driving program. 
3.Printer error, such as paper is stuck. Please restart the computer.
4.The set print format doesn’t match with the selected record, such as 
the selected record doesn’t match when printing the parallel sample。


